Abstract-The problem of fault detection and location in tree discussed by Breuer [2] It is well known that to detect single faults in linear tree networks four tests are both necessary and sufficient [3].
the possibility of a fault in R. In summary, any ambiguity The algorithm to be developed for fault location makes in fault isolation at the current step is bound to be resolved use of the principle of binary search. Assume that the in the next step. network N, viewed as a binary tree, has three components:
The preceding discussion leads to the following algoa left subtree NL, a right subtree NR, and the root node R rithm for fault location. It is assumed that fault detection which is the output gate of N. The algorithm will generally has preceded this algorithm. try to isolate a fault to one of three components. If R was Algorithm L: (To locate a single fault in a linear tree.) found to be faulty, the procedure could stop as the fault
Step Li: While N is a nontrivial tree repeat Steps L2 would be located to a single gate. Otherwise the procedure and L3, otherwise indicate that the fault lies in N and would be iterated on the faulty subtree.
stop. We will use further notation for brevity. The input
Step L2: Apply TIP to NR and ZIP to other inputs and pattern of four tests obtained by applying Algorithm D to record the output. Assume B is the fault free output. If the an EOR tree will be denoted by TIP; if an input pattern of recorded output is other than 0, 1, B, or B replace N by NR all zeros is being applied it will be denoted by ZIP.
and go back to Step Li. Otherwise continue on to Step Let us consider the effect of applying TIP to NR and ZIP L3. to NL. Assume B is the fault free response of N to this
Step L3: Apply TIP to NL and ZIP to other inputs and pattern of four inputs. If no faults are present, B would also record the output. Assume C is the fault free output. 1 -p) the two, say, the one in which the response to the first four tests is 0 or I and the response to the second four tests is where p is the probability that the recorded response in C or C. The conclusion is that either R or NR is faulty. The Step L3 is not 0, 1,1B, or B. Under the assumption of equal only possible failure modes for R consistent with these likelihood of all responses the above can be rewritten as responses can be seen to be the functions: zero, one, x, and 12 4 x, where x isthe left input ofR.Thus, ifRwere faulty and 4*-+8 *-= 3+ 2 =5.
we proceeded iterating the procedure on NR~, while holding 16 16 inputs to NL at a constant value, the output of R will be Thus, the average number of tests will not exceed 5 (dheld at a constant value independent of the output of NK. 1). Again this bound has the smallest value 5 [log2m] for
In other words, recurrence of an ambiguous case rules out an m input complete binary tree.
III. DETECTION OF MULTIPLE FAULTS
Clearly, the size of T(N) is ni + nr, We will now prove that T(N) detects all multiple faults in N. The proof can be The ease of detecting single faults in EOR tree networks divided into two cases. extends also to multiple faults. In this section we will de- normally. Parouiong each tt sinta set of fse tests (those nProof: Let T(NL) and T(NR) be as defined in the normally producing a 0) and a set of true tests (those nor-proof of Theorem 1. Assume, without loss of generality, mally producing a 1):
that NL is nondegenerate. Then T(NL) must contain at T(NL) = a , a°U {a,, .., , a-least two false tests and two true tests (that is] j 2 and T(NR) = tb?, b°,.. * , b°} U {bfl b~,.. * , bn,_4j n -j > 2). Define a new set where, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that T(N) = t(a°,y): y is in T(NR)} U {(x,b°):
O <]j< n/ andO0 < k < n,. tests as a function of the number of input variables. for F can be written F(n) = F(ni) + F(n -nl) -1, 1 < n < n (4) namely t1, t5, t6, and t7 test NR2, therefore, tI through t7
(5) constitute a test set for NL1. Similarly, t1 and t8 through t I11 constitute a test set for NR1 as shown in the figure. F(1) = 2.
(6) Thus, 11 tests are sufficient to test the tree network.
It can be easily verified that the solution for F(n) satisfying IV. CONCLUSION (4)-(6) has a maximum value when the network represents a complete binary tree. In such a case if n is even, only (4) and (5) applicable. In this case it can be seen that the solution for work is minimum. F(n) is (3(n -1)/2 + 1) + 1. This is equal to (3n -1)/2 + Assume that the output gate of a network N IS fault free; F.n. is nthe multiple faults are thus restricted to subnetworks NL 
restriction.
[2]
Consider the detection of a multiple fault F whose two which encompasses both cases satisfying(4) (6) Linear trees with arboitrary fan-in: The basic modules NL3 and NR3 are components of NR1. Equation (3) is used in such networks realize parity function of two or more to obtain a test set starting from the smallest components inputs. It is assumed that each module requires exhaustive and iteratively moving up to bigger components. Thus, the testing for detection of faults within the module. first four tests (t1 through t4) test NL2 and the next four, Algorithm D can be easily generalized to apply to these to their attention his internal report [7] which also contains the extension discussed in [6] .
